Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world; indeed, it's the only thing that ever has.

Margaret Mead

---

**Empowering children in Nepal through education**

- **We Support children in full time education.**
  From Kindy to University our sponsors give vulnerable children a future.

- **We provide a safe home for over 30 children.**
  We provide a 'family home' with resident housemother rather than an institutional home.

- **We provide an after-school Support program.**
  Our "School+plus" program is a valuable gift to children in poorer communities.

- **We provide rural schools with new infrastructure.**
  Without good schools there is poor enrolment in rural communities.

- **We support a foster mum looking after disabled girls.**
  So that the girls have a home and not an institution.

- **We are currently providing much needed Covid-19 support.**
  Providing for families that have lost their source of income.
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**Every Gift makes a real difference to the kids in Nepal.**

- **$25** provides 30 kids meals for three days.
- **$8** provides a month’s supplies for a child in our after-school program.
- **$60** provides a month’s salary for our housekeeper.
- **$147** gives one month’s salary for our housemother.
- **$97** provides all school materials for a month.
- **$230** that is a month’s food bill for the main IGWR House.
- **$35** provides for one School+plus assistant for a month.

**https://www.igwr-nepal.com/**

phumphris@gmail.com
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“Only a life lived for others is a life worthwhile.”

Albert Einstein
“When I realised that I (anyone) can make a real change in the world, it changed me; the knowing that we can create life is life-giving.”

Three stories of giving life to those who don’t have the opportunities we have........

These two girls and their three siblings lost their mother, and their father was an alcoholic; IGWR-Nepal brought them into Kathmandu, set up a home for them with a housemother and gave them the care and schooling that they didn’t have. We still retained contact with their father and family, and now they are graduating from school and moving into their own place with their older brother.

IGWR-Nepal rescued this boy and his two siblings from the streets of Kathmandu. His alcoholic parents used him as a prop for begging. Both parents have since died. And all three children are doing so well at school and developing into beautiful adults. The boy will still need more surgical procedures, but he is amazingly strong and copes with anything.

Having completed Year-10 in a ‘pretend orphanage -school’ run by monks making lots of money from international donations and sponsors, this boy was being sent back to his remote village, no longer of value to promote the pretend orphanage. IGWR-Nepal sponsored him, and looked after him through Year-12, and then medical school. In 2021 he qualified as a doctor and is now a hospital resident helping with Nepal’s Covid response.

I thought I couldn’t make a difference because I was too small.
Greta Thunburg

We believe the future is in our hands and we have the power to create it.
We believe in the power of education to transform the individual. It is as valuable for us to give as it is for those we support to receive. Spot the difference, these are kids from the stories we shared....

Our Vision
Every child should have access to education so they can create a better future for themselves, their families and their communities; in sharing this community responsibility, we share in the creation of a better future for all.